A resolution (or packing) of the lines in AG(n, q) is a partitioning of the lines into classes RI, Rz,..., R,, t = (q"-')/(q -l), such that each point of the geometry is on precisely one line of each class. One obvious resolution of AG(n, q) is the natural parallelism. In this paper, we are concerned with finding two resolutions R and R' with the property that IR n S) Q 1 for all R E R, SE R'. The solutions R and R' are said to be orthogonal. It is shown that a pair of orthogonal resolutions exists in AG(n, q) for n >, 3 and all q a prime or prime power. 0 1987 Academic PESS, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
Let G be the alline geometry AG(n, q) with dimension n and order q. A resolution R (or packing) of the lines of G is a partition of the lines into classes, called resolution classes (or spreads), RI, R, ,..., R, (t=(fl)/(q--1)) such that each point in G is on precisely one line of each class. Of course, the natural parallelism of G induces a resolution of the lines. Two resolutions R and R' are said to be orthogonal provided lRnSI<l for all RER and SER'.
That is, any resolution class from R meets any resolution class from R' in at most one line. If we have a resolution R with the property that no two 140 FUJI-HARA AND VANSTONE parallel lines are contained in a common resolution class of R then R is called a skew resolution of the geometry. It is obvious that the natural parallelism and a skew resolution are orthogonal. Skew resolutions are known to exist in some geometries [3] . It is not yet known whether they exist in AG(n, q) for all IZ 2 3 and all q a prime power, but we would conjecture that this is the case. In an earlier article Fuji-Hara and Vanstone [4] proved that a pair of orthogonal resolutions exists in AG(n, q) if there exists a skew resolution in AG(n -1, q). The two results given in [3, 4] are not enough to complete the existence of orthogonal resolutions in all finite geometries of dimension greater than 2. In this paper, we establish the existence of such resolutions in AG(n, q), n > 3, and for any prime power q. The method employed is based on that of [4] but avoids using skew resolutions. Before proceeding we briefly discuss the combinatorial aspects of the results. If we consider the points and lines of G as the points and blocks of a balanced incomplete block design (BIBD), then we obtain a (q", q, l)-BIBD. If G contains a resolution of its lines, then the corresponding block design is resolvable. If G contains a pair of orthogonal resolutions, then, we say the BIBD is doubly resolvable. In general, a (v, k, 1 )-BIBD is said to be doubly resolvable if there exist two orthogonal resolutions of its blocks. In recent years, there has been considerable work on determining for which values of v and k a doubly resolvable (v, k, I)-BIBD exists. For k = 2, the answer is known. It was shown by Mullin and Wallis [6] that for all v = 0 (mod 2), v # 4 or 6, there exists a doubly resolvable (v, 2, l)-BIBD. For k B 3, the complete spectrum of v values is unknown. The results of this paper provide an infinite class of such designs which are constructed directly. There are various recursive constructions available (Fuji-Hara and Vanstone [ 23 ).
It will be useful to represent an afftne geometry in a particular way. We proceed to describe the representation in this section. The results given are taken from Fuji-Hara and Vanstone [4, 5] and, hence, will appear without proof.
Let P be the desarguesian projective plane of order q", n 2 2, q a prime power. We define a subplane P, of order q of P to be a projective plane whose point and line sets consists of subsets of the point and line sets of P, respectively, and have the same incidence relation as P. Every desarguesian projective plane of order q", n 2 2, has subplanes of order q; furthermore, it is well known that, for any four points no three of which are collinear, there exists a unique subplane P, of order q in P which contains the four points.
Let I, be a line of P. P\I, is the afline plane of order q" consisting of the points and lines not on I,. Let Q be a set of q + 1 points on I, such that there exists a subplane of order q containing Q. Consider the set Sz of all subplanes of order q which contain Q. We define a segment to be a set of q collinear points in P\I, such that there exist a subplane in Sz containing them.
Result 1.1. For a line I of P\I, incident with a point of Q, the points and segments on the line I form an alline geometry AG(n, q).
Let z be a point of Q and let U= Q\{z}. We construct the afhne geometry AG(n + 1, q) on the set of lines V of P\1, which are incident with a point of U. Let I, be a line of P\I, which is incident with z, and G the affine geometry AG(n, q) consisting of the points and segments on l,,. We define two types two types of q-sets (blocks) of I'.
Type I. For any point YE P\I, the set of lines of V incident with y. Denote this q-set by B,(y). The point y is called the centre.
Type II. For any segment m on l,, and any point a of U, the set of q lines incident with a and a point of m. Denote it by B,,(m, a). Result 1.2. The set of lines V and all blocks defined above forms an AG(n + 1, q) as the set of points and lines, respectively. We denote the afline geometry by D. 
A PARTICULAR TYPEOF RESOLUTION
In this section, we intend to show the existence of a resolution R in AG(n, q), n 2 3, which has the following properties:
Let H,, Hz,..., H, be a set of disjoint hyperplanes in AG(n, q). For any class R E R either (1) R contains no two parallel lines and no line of R is contained in any Hi or (2) R consists entirely of lines contained in the Hi's but no q + 1 of these lines are parallel.
The proof of this result will be by induction on n. In the case n = 3, we will use the representation of D, = AG (3, q) given in the previous section. For each x E 17, the set of type II blocks incident with x forms a hyperplane of D,. We take these q hyperplanes as the required Here we assume that there exists a resolution R and disjoint hyperplanes H,, Hz,..., H, in AG(n, q), n > 3, satisfying the conditions (1) and (2). Moreover, q"-I of the resolution classes are of type (1) and (q"-' -1 )/ (q-1) are of type (2) .
Let R,, R, ,..., R, be the classes satisfying (l), where s = q"-i and Qi, Q2,..., Qt be the classes satisfying (2), where t = (q"-l -l)/(q -1). Order the resolution classes Q,, R,, Rz,..., R--l, Qz, R,, R,+,,..., k-22, Qw., so that we have a class of type (2) followed by q -1 classes of type (1).
Since there are t type (2) classes, then t x (q -1) should not exceed q" ~ ' in order that no two Qis will be consecutive. This is, of course, true since (q"-l-l)/(q-l)(q--l)=q"P'-l<qq"-'.
Let E be the union of any q consecutive classes above (with the given ordering). Then, E contains at most q parallel lines. This readily follows from the observations that:
(i) of the q classes that make up E, at most one class is of type (2).
(ii) at least q -1 of the classes are type (1) classes. (iii) since no two lines in a type (1) class are parallel or in a common Hi, we could find at most q parallel lines, at most one from each class.
We now construct a resolution of the desired type in AG(n + 1, q). Construct D, + i on PG(2, q") as in Section 1. On the line &, construct G = AG(n, q). Let R be a resolution of G with the given properties and let Cl, cz,..., c,,, be the ordering of the classes as given above. Let H:, 1 < i < q be disjoint hyperplanes of D,, I derived from type II blocks incident with ie U. Thus, is the desired resolution.
PARTITIONS OF A PARALLEL CLASS OF G Let
To, T,,..., Ts-,, So, S,,..., St-, be a resolution R of G = AG(n, q) (s = (q"-1 -l)/(q -l), t = qn-'), where the Ti's satisfy (2) and the S,'s satisfy (1). Such a resolution was shown to exist in Section 2. Proof. There are at most q consecutive values of i for which m, E TI for any 1. Since Mf contains lines of C whose indices are at least q units apart,
If C is type (c,), we simply order the lines of C as mi = Sin C for i = 0, l,..., t -1, and partition these into MT's by the same method. In the set A, there is at most one T,,. By our choice of MT", M; contains at most one line from any T,, and no lines from any S,. Hence, the result follows. Suppose C is type (cJ. By our choice of MT', M; contains no two lines from R, u R, where lm -nl <q. Therefore, the result follows in this case also. This completes the proof. u Let m be a line of G. Let P, be the affine subplane of D which contains m as a line. We define E(m) to be the set of type I blocks whose centers are in P,\m. The rest of the blocks are all in E(m). Therefore, E(m) is partitionable into q -1 parallel 1 c asses. We define F[Mf] as a set of type I blocks consisting of q" -' -q" -2 parallel classes containing exactly one class from E(m) for each line m E C -Mr. It is not difficult to choose these classes such that Here we have obtained the same results as Theorem 2.1 in [4] but without assuming the existence of a skew resolution in G = AG(n, q).
CONCLUSION
The method in Section 4 of [4] shows how to select classes F[wO], FCMEI,..., F[Mq-1] to be mutually disjoint and to satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1 provided q > 2. The same method works for the resolutions constructed in the previous section without any change. With this observation we can now prove the main result of the paper. THEOREM 5.1. For all q, a prime or prime power, and all integers n > 2, there exists two orthogonal resolutions of the lines of AG(n, q).
Proof By the preceding remarks, the result follows for q > 2. For the case q = 2, it follows from Theorem 4.1 and [6] . 1
In terms of BIBDs the results of Section 6 establish the following theorem. THEOREM 5.2. For q a prime or prime power and n any integer greater than 2, there exists a (q", q, 1 )-doubly resolvable BIBD.
As mentioned in the introduction, the existence problem for (u, 2, l)-doubly resolvable designs has been settled. For block size greater than 2, the spectrum remains open. The following result for k= 3 was proved in [2] . 
